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The battle is real.As brothers, Xavier and Evan are used to battling each other.Â But now theyâ€™re

discovering that there is a much bigger battle going on all around them. And itâ€™s their turn to

fight. Based on Ephesians 6:10â€“18, The Prince Warriors is the first book inÂ Priscilla Shirerâ€™s

epic new childrenâ€™s series that brings to life the invisible struggle ensuing in the spiritual realm.

Xavier, Evan, and their friends have typical lives until they enter a mysteriousÂ land called Ahoratos.

There they meet their guide, Ruwach, who offers wisdom and direction as the kidsâ€™ initial

adventure beginsâ€”an adventure filled with armor and danger and a veryÂ real enemy.Written

byÂ New York TimesÂ Best-Selling author Priscilla Shirer, The Prince Warriors series was created

for middle-gradeÂ readers and will include the fiction trilogy as well as theÂ 365 Prince Warriors

Devotionaland app.
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The Prince Warriors is about a group of kids who are caught up in a spiritual battle in another world

called Ahoratos. In our modern world, the kids have inner struggles going on in their lives: the

brothers Xavier and Evan keep fighting, Levi does anything but the right thing; Brianna will tell a lie

and so on. During one day they are magically transported into the world of Ahoratos where a

spiritual battle rages. A dark prince named Poneros leads his minions of chaos against those who

have been called to serve the Source who is the creator of all things. The kids go through many

trials and temptations and along the way they the meaning of truth, forgiveness, and doing the right

thing for others.I like this book because of its nonstop action and adventure and its good



representation of the spiritual battle that goes on in our world. The Source represents God, who

calls humanity to Him; and Poneros who represents the one true enemy: Satan. It shows important

Bible lessons like not leaning on our own understanding, but relying on God in all things. Of the

spiritual battle that goes on inside us and how Satan wishes to keep us from serving God with all

our hearts and forgiving our enemies showed up briefly near the end. Because the story takes so

much of the lessons that the Bible speaks of and the consequences of not following them and

putting them in a fictional story, I would recommend this book to others. Also, I recommend this

book because of its action and adventure and its cast of interesting characters facing different

problems, how they learn valuable lessons in the other world about themselves, and how they take

what they have learned back into our world.There were at least one or two elements in the story that

are very similar to The Chronicles of Narnia by C. S. Lewis.
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